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y the late 1980s, statistics
show that close to 90 per
cent of Canadian households
had a microwave oven. At first, they
were viewed as luxury items and
now many see these handy kitchen
appliances as a necessity. The
Internet is much the same.

The Internet was first developed in the late 1960s, but it
wasn’t until the 1990s when it really took off. According
to the Canadian Internet Registration Authority, 87 per
cent of Canadian households today are connected to the
Internet. Similar to the microwave oven, the Internet was
originally seen as a luxury item, but in today’s world it
now seems like we can’t live without it.
“The Internet is now considered a utility. It’s considered
an essential service, a necessity. It’s not to say that an
individuals life can’t continue without it, but it is so
much more enriched with it. It’s definitely not a luxury
anymore,” said Robbie Zetariuk, Director of Marketing
and Dealer Development for NetSet Communications.
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Possibilities

It’s easy to see that as technology has advanced, so has
the Internet. Even within the past ten years, not only has
its use changed, but the speed of which the service is now
offered, especially for rural-based homeowners, has made
a significant impact on many people’s lives.

“It’s no longer just the people that were brought up in the
Internet generation, we’re finding more and more people
that are retired are realizing that it opens up opportunities
for them, whether it be connecting with friends and family
or by stimulating their mind by learning new things. It’s not
demographic based, it’s not gender based, it’s not aged based. It
is there for everybody and everybody is using it,” Zetariuk said.

And, we all know that the Internet isn’t just about email.
It’s about the ability to connect at whatever level you
choose, whether it be it through social media, email, Skype
or FaceTime. It’s used for enter tainment, education and
for business.
“The Internet is so important to our daily lives. For some
it’s about staying connected with friends and family from
across the world. Being able to watch your grandchild take
their first step is so powerful, it changes how people are
able to maintain family relationships. From a personal point
of view, there’s a very emotional connection,” said Zetariuk.
Of course with the latest advancements like Long Term
Evolution, commonly known as LTE, service providers are
able to easily add more customers, provide faster speeds
and more reliability which enhances the experience for
the end user.
In many households, having the Internet is one thing,
but having a WiFi router seems to be just as impor tant.
With Smar t TVs, smar tphones, laptops, tablets and almost
anything else electronic in your home, it seems nearly
impossible to function without WiFi.

“A WiFi router is the device that rebroadcasts the Internet
throughout your home. The larger the home and the more
devices and users you have, the better quality of a Wifi
router you need. The quality of the router will absolutely
determine the experience the homeowner is going to
have with the Internet. The Internet connection is only
as good at the router and the router is only as good as
the Internet coming into to, they both need to work in
harmony,” said Zetariuk.
In terms of how far we’ve come, Zetariuk said that it
wasn’t long ago where people living outside of larger
centres were forced to share their phone line with their
Internet. Now, with faster speeds and reliable service we’re
controlling our thermostats, alarm systems and automating
our homes for more convenience, efficiency and security.
“Even five years ago for residents in rural Manitoba the
Internet was slow, it was very unreliable and worse you
couldn’t make a phone call and be surfing the net at the
same time. Now, you can run multiple devices, you can be
on your laptop, you can stream music, you can download
movies or you can take online courses, it’s unlimited.”

Speed You Can Count On.
Enjoy time with your family being connected
to the world, watching movies, enhancing
education, all in the comfort of your home.
• Introducing in 2016 TD-LTE INTERNET
• O
 ffering faster speeds and more data

• No throttling
• Licensed airwaves
• Personalized Interactive Portal
• 24/7 Brandon MB Help Desk
NetSet Communications is the largest Internet provider in Rural
Manitoba offering services to over 500 communities across the province.
Manitobans providing services to Manitobans!

Call 1-877-NetSet1 (638-7381) • www.NetSet1.ca

Residential Packages
Small Business Packages
Enterprise Solutions
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